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Abstract: Meeting climate goals requires radical changes in the consumption behaviour of individuals. This
necessitates an understanding of how the diffusion of low-carbon behaviour will occur. The speed and inter-
dependency of these changes in behavioural choices may be modulated by individuals’ culture. We develop an
agent-based model to study how behavioural decarbonisation interacts with longer-term cultural change, com-
posed of individuals with multiple behaviours that evolve due to imperfect social learning in a social network.
Using the definition of culture as socially transmitted information, we represent individuals’ environmental
identity as an aggregation of attitudes towards multiple relevant behaviours. The strength of interaction be-
tween individuals is determined by the similarity in their environmental identity, leading to inter-behavioural
dependency and spillovers in green attitudes. Our results show that the initial distribution of agent attitudes to-
wards behaviours and asymmetries in social learning, such as confirmation bias, are the main drivers of model
dynamics, helping to generate awareness of what roadblocks may appear to deep decarbonisation. To assess
the impact of culture beyond a purely diffusive regime, we introduce green influencers as a minority of individ-
uals who broadcast a green attitude. The greatest emissions reduction is achieved with the inclusion of culture,
relative to a behavioural independence case, and with low confirmation bias. However, green influencers fail
to achieve deep behavioural decarbonisation through solely voluntary action. We identify areas for further re-
search regarding how culture, through inter-behavioural dependence, may be leveraged for climate policy.

Keywords: Cultural Evolution, Opinion Dynamics, Social Networks, Environmental Identity, Behavioural Diffu-
sion, Green Influencers

Introduction

1.1 The behavioural choices that compose an individual’s lifestyle can greatly affect their carbon footprint (Wynes
& Nicholas 2017). Therefore, changes in individual consumption form an important part of reducing global
greenhouse gas emissions. Theoretical models of behavioural change can provide insight into what barriers
and drivers exist to the adoption of low-carbon lifestyles (Niamir et al. 2020). A crucial element in the study of
a transition towards low-carbon lifestyles is how quickly behaviours in a population, and even culture itself,
will change. A good understanding of the relation between culture and behaviours can help to avoid potential
lock-in toward brown alternatives (Buenstorf & Cordes 2008; Burton & Farstad 2020). Especially of interest is
building an awareness of what cultural barriers may appear due to said interaction (Carattini et al. 2018).
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1.2 Models of opinion dynamics can give insight into associated processes of polarization versus consensus forma-
tion (Deffuant et al. 2002), and transitions between these regimes (Helfmann et al. 2021; Castellano et al. 2000).
The descriptive power of these models can be further enhanced through the inclusion of frameworks such as
cultural evolution. This is particularly true for the role of repeated social learning amongst direct, oblique and
peer connections in a social network and of biased transmission of behaviours. The first and second cases rep-
resent the influence of overlapping generations, whilst the second and third reflect the impact of non-direct-
blood relations, such as with wider members of a community.

1.3 The application of cultural evolution to the issue of transition studies is a nascent area of research (Davis et al.
2018; Kaaronen & Strelkovskii 2020; Buenstorf & Cordes 2008). It lacks detail on the spread of multiple traits
simultaneously over the same population. A multi-dimensional perspective is important due to the breadth of
lifestyle changes required for deep decarbonisation. For example, Andersson & Nässén (2023) give empirical
evidence for positive spillovers between intra-personal behaviours such as choosing to not fly, not owning a
car, following a vegan diet, and not owning a semi-detached house. However not all environmentally related
behaviours are equally subject to social influence. Furthermore, this multi-dimensional approach centres the
role of inter-behaviour spill-overs in adoption dynamics, where the uptake of one green behaviour may lead
to a self-perception of a greater green identity (Lacasse 2016), with a stronger environmental identity making
pro-environmental behaviour more probable (van der Werff et al. 2014).

1.4 Our primary research question is: how does pro-environmental diffusion of behaviour interact with longer-term
cultural evolution on a path to a low-carbon economy? We address this through answering three sub-questions:
Firstly, how do culture and behavioural diffusion interact? Secondly, what is the longer-term impact of cultural
change? Thirdly, what are the mechanisms behind behavioural decarbonisation? To study social interactions,
which include bounded rationality of individuals, the use of agent-based models (ABM) is appropriate (Rails-
back & Grimm 2019; Castro et al. 2020; Savin et al. 2023). Agents have internal properties as well as rules of
interaction. These models reproduce complex behaviour from local microeconomic interactions (Epstein & Ax-
tell 1996), which allows for the simulation of a wide variety of phenomena (Kaaronen & Strelkovskii 2020; Waring
et al. 2015; Rai & Robinson 2015; Kraan et al. 2019) including the diffusion of cultural traits in a population (Axel-
rod 1997). Thus, ABMs lend themselves well to the study of cultural and behavioural change as these processes
occur through the progressive accumulation of social interactions.

Cultural Change and Identity

2.1 Definitions of culture are almost as wide-ranging as the heterogeneity found in the culture itself. To produce
an informative model of lifestyle change we require an instrumental and easily interpretable definition of cul-
ture. A core element of many definitions is social spreading, with Durham (1991) describing culture as a “system
of symbolically encoded conceptual phenomena that are socially and historically transmitted within and be-
tween populations”. Similarly, evolutionary (Boyd & Richerson 1988; Henrich & McElreath 2003; Mesoudi 2016),
economic (Bezin 2019; Bisin & Verdier 2001) or physics-based models (Axelrod 1997; Epstein & Axtell 1996; Ku-
perman 2006) represent culture as an abstract property or trait of an individual which can spread in a popu-
lation. Whilst this definition may lack consideration of factors such as geographic location (Gupta & Ferguson
1992) and how the micro-process of cultural transmission occurs (Kashima 2008), it narrows the scope of what
interactions, information or objects may be considered as culture.

2.2 Culture can provide the framework within which “strategies to respond to problems are devised and imple-
mented” (Adger et al. 2013). This response component is especially of interest when considering solutions to
the climate crisis. Information bubble filters (Geschke et al. 2019) or false consensus biases (Drews et al. 2022)
can affect to whom, and what, individuals pay attention. This can slow down social tipping processes if there is
a disconnect between the understood and real consequences of current pro-environmental behaviours (Wynes
& Nicholas 2017). Due to these biases, there may be heterogeneity in the quantity of information and length of
exposure individuals require to change course concerning their environmental identity. This resistance to re-
spond to new stimuli can be conceived of as cultural inertia. These preferences may change much more slowly
over time thereby limiting the effectiveness of climate policy (Davis et al. 2018), achieving only shallow decar-
bonisation.

2.3 To study the impact of culture on an individual’s behaviour we require a model of how their culture changes over
time. Cultural evolution is a Darwinian process explaining how long-term population-level changes in culture
occur (Boyd & Richerson 1988). It is constructed from three components: variation, fitness and inheritance.
Cultural traits such as words and ideas exhibit variation (principle of variation). These in turn have differing rates
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of reproduction or transmission depending on the environment (principle of fitness). Finally, the traits present
in a population provide a pool from which new generations can learn. As a result of social learning, there is a
correlation between historical cultural traits and those of the next generation (principle of inheritance). Social
learning refers to knowledge acquisition through the involvement of others, e.g., imitation (Mesoudi 2016).

2.4 Existing computational models of cultural evolution can describe the spread of a single cultural trait (Boyd &
Richerson 1988; Henrich 2001; Kaaronen & Strelkovskii 2020), where an agent’s cultural parameter may change
through individual and social learning, as well as through interactions with cultural niche infrastructure. Alter-
natively, the non-cultural-evolutionary model of Epstein & Axtell (1996) represents a “cultural chromosome” in
the form of a set-length binary string called a cultural tag. This multi-dimensional tag represents a set of cul-
tural attributes that an agent possesses. Here agents belong to one of two cultural groups depending on the
majority of either 1s or 0s in the cultural tag. It is important to note that there is no consideration of where in
the string these digits lie, only the quantity of each value matters. Thus two agents may belong to the same
cultural group with a very distinct set of cultural attributes. Furthermore, Axelrod (1997) assigns culture as “the
set of individual attributes that are subject to social influence”. Here, agents are limited with whom they can
interact based on a vector of cultural features, each feature having a set of possible discrete values.

2.5 To produce a more specific and verifiable model of cultural change we further narrow our focus to studying the
change of identities relevant to environmental behaviours. The background of an individual’s environmental
identity can affect the decisions made regarding whether to engage or not, in certain behaviours (van der Werff
et al. 2013). Identities are independent of the behavioural outcomes of an individual’s decision-making process.
Instead, they are self-defining, such that two agents may behave very differently but may identify themselves
with the same group if they hold the same attitude towards said behaviours (Smaldino 2019).

2.6 When considering several related behaviours, we take the approximation that identity is an outgrowth of cul-
ture (Grimson 2010). This reduces the scope of what is necessary to consider when modelling the dynamics of
culture and limits the generality of our model as it only applies in conditions of proximity between behaviours
when one might expect a person to be acting under the same identity. Additionally, this approximation facil-
itates the comparison and use of empirical data regarding environmental identities and attitudes, such as in
Nigbur et al. (2010). In contrast, validation and parameterisation of a purely cultural model would require more
abstract data which would be harder to measure given the broader scope of the subject. Identities are not fixed
and may change due to different contexts and evolution over time (Fielding & Hornsey 2016). Additionally, in-
dividuals cannot express their full identities in social interactions as these are too rich; only certain subsets are
represented, depending on the social context and interaction setting (Smaldino 2019). We do not attempt to
model how changing environments and decisions can cause particular identities to dominate in a behavioural
decision process. Instead, we fix the context by only considering environmentally related behaviours, such as
deciding to reduce home energy use or whether to install domestic solar panels. This highlights the influence
of several behaviours on an individual’s environmental identity.

Model Components

General structure of the model

3.1 To address our research questions, we produce an ABM of changes in individuals’ lifestyles by considering their
evolving behavioural choices. The model structure is shown in Figure 1. Individuals have a set of environmen-
tal behavioural traits that spread through a fixed Watts–Strogatz graph via social interactions with their ego-
network. These exchanges are mediated by transmission biases informing from whom an individual learns and
how much attention is paid. The influence of individuals on each other is a function of their similarity in envi-
ronmental identity, where we represent environmental identity computationally by aggregating past agent at-
titudes towards multiple environmentally related behaviours. To perform a behaviour, agents must both have
a sufficiently positive attitude toward a behaviour and overcome a corresponding threshold. This threshold
structure, where the desire to perform a behaviour does not equal its enactment, allows for a lack of coherence
between attitudes and actual emissions. This leads to a disconnect between what people believe and what
they do, such that the social network as whole desires greener behaviours but only a minority performs them.
Subsequently, we outline the justification and assumptions underlying model components.
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Figure 1: Model structure composed of behavioural components (yellow), opinion dynamics (blue), environ-
mental identity (purple) and environmental output (green). Arrows indicate the direction of influence between
components and stacked boxes represent multiple individuals (grey) and a behavioural vector (yellow and
green).

3.2 To evaluate the impact of individual decisions on overall emissions we require a measure of whether individuals
act on their intentions and opinions towards “greener” behavioural alternatives. This process is represented
in the yellow containers in Figure 1. An intention or favourable attitude towards a behavioural option is not
sufficient; one must also have the means or control to do so according to the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB)
(Ajzen 1991). This theory may be used to study motivations behind pro-environmental social behaviours, such
as in Nigbur et al. (2010) which empirically investigates participation in recycling programmes. Alternatively,
Niamir et al. (2018) use the TPB within an empirically based ABM, where agents must overcome several barriers
along the road to undertaking one of three possible pro-environmental behaviours.

3.3 Taking inspiration from the TPB, we model the extent to or frequency with which a behaviour is performed as
a balance between a socially influenced behavioural attitude against a static threshold. Each behaviour is rep-
resented as a one-dimensional continuous parameter between extremes of a zero-emissions green choice and
maximally emissive brown reference. Individuals n = {1, ..., N}, each have multiple environmentally relevant
behaviours m = {1, ...,M} that evolve over discrete generic time t. These behaviours represent abstract envi-
ronmentally related actions such as the decision to install solar energy panels, whether to choose a brown or
green energy provider, cycling to work but only if weather conditions are suitable or flying less but not entirely
stopping. For each behaviour m, the continuous value Bt,n,m ∈ [−1, 1] is an index that represents the extent
to which or frequency with which a behaviour is performed. Modelling this way is a compromise between rep-
resenting the detail of context-dependent behavioural decisions and maintaining an abstract generality of the
behaviours chosen. Put explicitly, the behavioural valueBt,n,m is determined by two continuous variables: the
individual’s attitude At,n,m ∈ [0, 1] towards the behaviour and the threshold or barrier of entry for performing
a behaviour Tn,m ∈ [0, 1]. A value of At,n,m = 1 is the “greenest” attitude and At,n,m = 0 the “brownest” or
most indifferent to environmental impacts, and similarly Tn,m = 1 is the highest barrier of entry and Tn,m = 0
the lowest. Therefore the behavioural value Bt,n,m is given by

Bt,n,m = At,n,m − Tn,m, (1)

where initial values Tn,m and A0,n,m are generated separately using a Beta distribution, see Figure 9 in the
Appendix. This was chosen due to the ease with which uniform, asymmetric and polarised distributions may
be generated. The form of the Beta distribution is given by two parameters a and b. Its expectation value is
dictated by the ratio a/(a + b), whilst the degree of polarisation is inversely proportional to the magnitude of
a and b. We use aA, bA and aT , bT to describe the initial attitude and threshold distributions. Thus the larger
the ratio of aA/(aA + bA) the “greener” initial attitudes. Conversely, the larger the ratio of aT /(aT + bT ) the
higher the threshold or barrier of entry for performing a behaviour. A value of −1 ≤ Bt,n,m ≤ 0 represents
the browner behavioural choice, whilst a value 0 < Bt,n,m ≤ 1 is a “greener” behaviour. To decrease model
complexity, thresholds to performing behaviours, Tn,m are heterogeneous between agents but static.

3.4 The total emissionsEt produced by the population of sizeN is given by the summation over each of the multiple
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behaviours performed by each individual,

Et =

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

1−Bt,n,m

2
, (2)

where the form of the summand in Equation 2 ensures that a single perfectly green behavioural choice,Bt,n,m =
1, results in zero emissions for that mth behaviour of the nth individual. On the other hand, its brown counter
part, Bt,n,m = −1, results in a single unit of emissions.

A dynamic model of culture using environmental identity

3.5 We represent three key aspects of identity. Firstly the slower, longer-term change process of environmental
identity driven by a faster behavioural diffusion process, secondly, the central role of socially transmitted in-
formation and finally the cyclic, self-defining, nature of identity. Concerning this third point, agent identity is
defined not through the behaviours an agent performs but instead through their opinion or attitude toward
said behaviours. This self-defining process is highlighted in the lower loop of Figure 1. Here, we create bidirec-
tional causal relations between agent attitudes and identity (Schaller & Muthukrishna 2021) such that identity
“becomes what the constituting agents make it to be” (Fáth & Sarvary 2005). However, these attitudes towards
environmentally related behaviours are themselves determined through social information exchanges, so that
we conform to the definition previously laid out. Furthermore, the longer-term change process is captured
through a weighted average of previous behavioural attitudes. How far this moving average reaches back in
time is determined by a cultural inertia parameter, with a greater value meaning agents are influenced by past
opinions for a longer time (Konc et al. 2022). The weighting is given by a hyperbolic discounting factor (Loewen-
stein & Prelec 1992; Laibson 1997; Yi et al. 2006), such that current identities are influenced by recent history
with diminishing importance the further back in time is considered.

Figure 2: Discount array Dt as a function of time for different discount parameters δ.

3.6 We adapt the cultural chromosome proposed by Epstein & Axtell (1996) considering multiple continuous atti-
tudes towards related environmental behaviours that determine a single identity variable. We distinguish our-
selves from single-parameter diffusion models by adding internal dynamics to our identity parameter through
this mean behavioural attitude. Therefore identity is represented as an aggregate of all behavioural attitudes
of an individual over time with a discount factor putting greater value on more recent behavioural attitudes. In
particular we define the environmental identity In of agent n at time t as:

It,n =

[
1

ρ∑
s=0

δs

]
ρ∑

s=0

δsĀt−s,n, (3)
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where the mean behavioural attitude Ā over M behaviours is given by

Āt,n =
1

M

M∑
m=1

At,n,m, (4)

where a low attitude value toward pro-environmental behaviour contributes to an identity of indifference to-
wards the environment. Additionally, ρ is a cultural inertia parameter representing the duration of the past
considered, s is a dummy variable for the discrete-time step in the present or past evaluated, Ā, the average
attitude over one time step forM behaviours, δ ∈ [0, 1] is a discount parameter that produces a hyperbolic dis-
counting effect. In the discount array Ds = [1, δ1, δ2, ..., δρ], each subsequent time step contributes a smaller
amount to the weighted average. In Figure 2, the extent to which individuals are resistant to changing their iden-
tities is determined by the discounting array, Dt. The cultural inertia parameter ρ = 100. Note that the smaller
the value of the discount parameter δ, the more aggressively the influence of past attitudes is discounted.

Information diffusion through imperfect imitation

3.7 Interactions within a social network play a greater role in changing attitudes towards more socially susceptible
behaviours that contribute to conspicuous consumption. For example, the domestic installation of solar pan-
els has been shown to increase the likelihood of adoption by others in neighbourhoods (Rai & Robinson 2015;
Bollinger & Gillingham 2012; Baranzini et al. 2017; Carattini et al. 2018). On the other hand, behaviours that
are less socially susceptible, such as reductions in domestic energy use, may be harder to influence through
social interactions alone. However, even these behaviours may be nudged in a “greener” direction through the
introduction of descriptive and injunctive social norms (Schultz et al. 2007; Davis et al. 2018). The attitude of
individuals towards M behaviours, which each differ in social susceptibility ϕm, varies according to their past
attitudes and the social influence of their ego-network. This means individuals form an attitude towards a given
behaviour through a cumulative process of repeated social interactions. The evolution of individuals’ attitudes
is given by:

At+1,n,m = [1− ϕm]At,n,m + [ϕm]St,n,m, (5)

where the attitude to behaviour m is modulated by ϕm, a measure of conspicuous consumption, and St,n,m

is the social influence component due to an agent´s Kn ego-network members. In the extreme of ϕm = 0 an
agent’s attitude stops evolving. This represents a behaviour performed in isolation of social pressures. Con-
versely, if ϕm = 1 agent attitudes’ toward that behaviour are entirely determined through social interactions.

3.8 In forming opinions the influence of our ego-network is paramount as often one cannot rely on one’s judgement
solely. Opinion dynamics models aim to explain how the attitude of an individual within a group may evolve
through social interaction where opinions are exchanged. In constructing an equation for social dynamics of
behavioural attitudes, we consider literature from non-Bayesian opinion dynamics models using finite social
networks. For a detailed literature review of social influence and opinion dynamics models see Mason et al.
(2007), Castellano et al. (2009), Acemoglu & Ozdaglar (2011) and Grabisch & Rusinowska (2020).

3.9 Now we formally elaborate on the blue components in Figure 1 to model the influence of social learning on indi-
viduals’ attitudes towards environmentally relevant behaviours. A key distinction between models is whether
they use continuous or binary opinion parameters. Moreover, the issue of whether a single opinion or a high-
dimensional vector of opinions is considered may also be used to draw lines of division. For example, Schelling
(1969) and Granovetter (1978) are pre-eminent cases of binary single opinion models that, whilst consisting
of simple inter-agent rules of interaction, describe complex social phenomena. On the other hand, DeGroot
(1974) uses a continuous opinion for each agent which is updated in discrete time steps using a mean of all
other agents.

3.10 We implement a multi-dimensional continuous model inspired by DeGroot (1974) to represent social learning
in our model, with a weighted mean to aggregate the impact of each agent’s ego-network. To model the imper-
fection of social transmission we add a Gaussian error ε = G(0, σ2

ε). A separate transmission error is applied
to each of the M behaviours after an individual has aggregated the attitudes of their ego-network. Thus, the
social learning component is given by:

St,n,m =

[
Kn∑
k=1

αt,n,kAt,k,m

]
+ εt,n,m, (6)

where Kn is the total number of agents in the nth agent’s ego-network. This is weighted by αn,k, which repre-
sents how much focal agent n values the opinion of agent k in their ego-network. Finally, At,m,k is the positive
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attitude of agent k towards behaviour m. Our social learning error is pseudo-Gaussian, since we clip the value
of St,n,m, such that St,n,m ∈ [0, 1], this ensures that At,n,m ∈ [0, 1].

Homophily and asymmetric weightings in a social network

3.11 In the model, social interactions occur between individuals within a Watts–Strogatz graph with a small-world
property and a mean number of connections K per individual (Watts & Strogatz 1998). This choice of graph is
due to their pervasive nature in real-world physical social networks. Watts–Strogatz graphs begin by placing N
individuals in a ring and then attaching K links between an individual and those other individuals closest to
them. In this state the network has an extremely high degree of homophily and clustering as ego-networks over-
lap significantly. Subsequently, using a probabilistic re-wiring pr of connections between two adjacent nodes
to a third long-distance one we can introduce long-distance or weak ties (Granovetter 1973). This greatly re-
duces the average shortest path length while only marginally reducing the clustering of the network, achieving
the small-world property.

3.12 We generate attribute homophily in the network by placing individuals next to those with initial environmental
identities that are most similar (Kapeller et al. 2019). The attribute homophily parameter h measures to what
degree an individual’s position in the network is a function of their identity. In the case of perfect attribute
homophily, individuals are surrounded by ego-networks that are like-minded in terms of environmental iden-
tity. However, for heterogeneous initial identity values and Watts–Strogatz network, this forms a circle with an
approximately constant gradient in identity, accounting for stochastic variations from the generating Beta dis-
tribution. This is shown in the third column of the second row of Figure 6. The degree of attribute homophily
may then be varied discretely using a Fisher-Yates shuffle algorithm (Fisher & Yates 1953), where random pairs
of individuals swap places in the network. For our implementation, an attribute homophily parameter h = 0
means no pair swaps occur, whilst h = 1 results in N random swaps.

3.13 Boyd & Richerson (1988) model the notion that peoples’ choices of whom to learn new traits from are not ran-
dom. A confirmation bias is content-dependent where more attention is paid to information that reinforces
current opinions (Lord et al. 1979; Nickerson 1998). Furthermore, individuals that identify with a particular
group tend to assimilate their norms. In a parallel fashion, they distance themselves from out-group individu-
als (Fielding & Hornsey 2016). This forms a key component of the model by Axelrod (1997), where individuals
interact more with those who are similar to them. This causes them to share more similarities and hence leads
to further interactions. In the bounded confidence (Hegselmann et al. 2002) or relative agreement (Deffuant
et al. 2002) models, proximity in opinion or distance may be used to represent this phenomenon. Likewise,
Konc & Savin (2019) use an opinion distance which is framed as a confirmation bias. Furthermore, in Deffuant
et al. (2000), agents may only interact if their vectors of opinions are sufficiently alike. They highlight the paral-
lels with genetic transmission processes in that “reproduction only occurs if genome distance is smaller than a
given threshold”. Limitations in contact between groups can allow for minority opinions or ideologies to persist
amongst an overwhelming majority (van den Bergh et al. 2019).

3.14 We replicate the stylised fact of interactions leading to further interactions found in Axelrod (1997) by basing
the strength of agent opinion exchange on the similarity of their environmental identity. Following Konc &
Savin (2019), we use a combination of an exponential form and confirmation bias to vary how much agents may
interact with those of distinct identities. Greater values of confirmation bias mean that an agent pays attention
to a rapidly shrinking sub-network within the ego-network. Partly inspired by Brock & Hommes (1998) use of
discrete choice models, our social network weighting matrix αt,n,k is given by the softmax function:

αt,n,k =
e−θ|It,n−It,k|

Kn∑
j ̸=n

e−θ|It,n−It,j |
, (7)

where we consider the identity distance ofKn agents within an ego-network and θ is a measure of confirmation
bias. Thus, if In and Ik grow further apart over time, the influence they exert on each other also decreases1.
To ensure that the total weighting in an agent’s ego-network is one we normalise the values against the total
weighting calculated. Note that the social network links are static. Therefore even if there exist agents who
are similar in identity, they will not be able to form new links. However, they may still influence each other
through a shared ego-network. We choose this static network to ensure that the small-world properties used
in the initial network are conserved. Therefore we also do not include the re-wiring probability as part of our
sensitivity analysis.
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3.15 The external influence of an agent in an ego-network can change an individual’s attitude towards a certain
environmentally-related behaviour. This in turn leads to a changing environmental identity which strengthens
this social relation, leading to further behavioural change. The intermediary role played by identity can pro-
duce new behavioural dynamics compared to a reference case in which behavioural attitudes evolve through
independent social interactions. The greater the degree to which a behaviour is socially influenced, determined
by ϕm, the more it is susceptible to outside shocks, driving behavioural change.

Baseline experimental set-up

3.16 When exploring model dynamics we typically study the case of N = 200 individuals for τ = 3000 time steps.
Note that we envision a single period being between one week and a day, however, for a theoretical model like
this, is not strictly necessary. A Watts–Strogatz network is used with a mean node degreeK = 20giving a typical
network density ≈ 0.1 (the ratio of actual to potential inter-agent links). The parameters required to run the
model, and the test case ranges explored in the sensitivity analysis, are summarised in Table 1 with variables
shown in Table 2.

Table 1: List of model parameters including ranges explored or tested in sensitivity analysis and other experi-
ments.

Parameter Name Symbol Definition Range Comments

Number of
individuals

N Total number of individuals in
the social network

[10,1000]

Number of
behaviours

M Behaviours modelled per agent [1,30]

Mean node
degree

K Mean number of members of
ego-network

[5,99] This must be less than the total
possible number of connections
given by N − 1.

Cultural inertia ρ Number of timesteps over
which past attitude states
influence current identity state

[1,3000] A lower bound of 1 means that
only the present is considered
and an upper bound of 3000 is
chosen as this must be ≤ τ .

Social learning
error standard

deviation

σε Standard deviation of Gaussian
learning error representing the
degree of perfect imitation

[0,1] In proportion to the scale of
the attitudes and thresholds of
[0, 1]

Discount factor δ Decrease in relative importance
between two adjacent mo-
ments in time

[0,1] A value of 0 means only present
attitudes affect identity, whilst
1 means all past timesteps con-
sidered equally

Attribute
homophily

h Degree of identity homogeneity
in the initial social network

[0,1] h > 1 implies more switch-
ing of networks connections
which may not necessarily
lead to lower initital identity
homophily

Confirmation
bias

θ How much agents only listen to
members of their ego-network
with similar identities

[0,200] Set the lower bound as 0 as neg-
ative values mean that individu-
als seek out identities opposite
to their own.

Initial attitude
and threshold

Beta (a,b)

aA, bA, aT , bT a and b are the two inputs for
the Beta distribution to gener-
ate initial distribution of agent
attitudes and thresholds

[0.05, 8] Ranges allow for distributions
representing polarisation and
consensus in initial attitudes
and thresholds

Total time steps τ Discrete simulation calculations 3000 Not included in sensitivity anal-
ysis

Conspicuous
consumption

factor

ϕm Behaviour specific social sus-
ceptibility, determines simula-
tion speed

0.01 -
0.05

Not included in sensitivity anal-
ysis to keep simulation speed
constant

Probability of
re-wiring

pr Likelihood that connection be-
tween agents are swapped to
form long-distance or weak tie

0.1 Not included in sensitivity anal-
ysis to conserve small-world
property
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Table 2: List of model variables.

Variable Name Symbol Definition

Attitude At,n,m How much an agent wants to perform behaviour m
Threshold Tn,m How high the barrier of entry is to performing behaviour m

Behavioural value Bt,n,m To what extent or with what frequency behaviour m is performed
Total emissions flow Et Sum of emissions flow due to N individuals each with M behaviours

Identity It,n,m Degree to which an agent associates themselves with a pro-environmental
identity

Social learning component St,n,m The influence of agentn’s ego-network on their attitude towards behaviourm
Social network weighting αt,n,k Matrix of inter-agent opinion importance

Node degree Kn Number of members of an individuals ego network. On average this is K but
may vary due to network re-wiring

3.17 It is important to note that given the softmax function form of Equation 7 for inter-agent weighting there is al-
ways some influence from an individual’s dis-similar ego-network. This means that given sufficient time (and
low social learning error or perfect imitation) the population will reach a single consensus identity. However,
the immediacy with which a transition to low-carbon lifestyles must occur does not allow for such an extended
time frame. Therefore for all experimental runs, we fix the number of simulated timesteps at τ = 3000, as we
are specifically interested in the identity dynamics of the model in short periods and the path dependency of
consensus formation in the network. Furthermore, the rate at which behavioural change occurs is dictated by
the conspicuous consumption parameter ϕm, with lower values leading to slower change. We assign different
ϕm values in the range [0.01, 0.05] to each of theM behaviours, this represents the varying social susceptibility
of environmentally relevant behaviours. Therefore we exclude both the number of time steps and the conspic-
uous consumption parameter ϕm from the sensitivity analysis.

Results

4.1 We first give an overview of the model outcomes through a study of the typical identity dynamics towards three
metastable states. Due to the model’s complexity, exploring the entire parameter space is not feasible. Instead,
we collate different kinds of phenomena produced by the model and explain them. In pursuit of this, we con-
sider the processes of bifurcation, polarisation and consensus formation (Deffuant et al. 2002). Therefore, we
also take a more detailed look at what model dynamics are induced by specific parameters. Additionally, we
consider the effect of green influencers that act as fountains of green attitudes in the model, focusing on which
components dictate the degree of behavioural decarbonisation. Finally, this is complemented by a sensitivity
analysis to identify which parameters have the most impact on key outcome variables such as the variance in
final identities of individuals, total emissions and relative change in emissions between the start and finish of
an experiment.

Environmental identity dynamics

4.2 The identity dynamics produced by the model may be divided into three states as a function of the variance
of final identities in the population. Examples of these different dynamics are shown in Figure 3, where each
case is a time series of the identity dynamics of N = 200 individuals. The experiments differ through varia-
tions of the Beta aA and bA parameters for individuals’ initial behavioural attitudes and confirmation bias θ.
Case A (aA = 2.0, bA = 2.0, θ = 10), represents the simplest model outcome, where approximatively nor-
mally distributed attribute values produced by large Beta distribution parameters, aA, bA > 1, lead to rapid
consensus formation around a single population environmental identity. Decreasing Beta parameter values
produce greater polarisation in initial conditions, in combination with large values of confirmation bias θ > 10,
this leads to the formation of splinter identity subgroups within the population. These can form a two-identity
state metastable state as can be seen in case B (aA = 0.3, bA = 0.3, θ = 18). The greater the distance be-
tween these two-identity subgroups the slower the process of reconciliation occurs, and the greater the time
frame required for consensus formation. Finally for sufficiently low values aA, bA < 0.1 and large θ, see case C
(aA = 0.05, bA = 0.05, θ = 40), the population remains splintered in multiple information or “identity bub-
bles” of individuals who only interact with a small group. A more detailed breakdown of the relation between
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aA, bA and the total emissions may be found in the Appendix Figure 10, where lines of constant expectation
value of the Beta distribution aA/(aA + bA) are proportional to a constant level of emissions.

4.3 To further explore the effect of confirmation bias on identity dynamics we look at the bifurcation process of
clusters of behavioural attitudes at the end of experiments. We use a Gaussian kernel density estimator to
group individuals, measuring the location of these for increasing confirmation bias θ. The transitions between
the three cases identified in Figure 3, are modulated by θ, as shown in the left of Figure 4. In the sub-figure we
consider the effect of increasing confirmation bias on the location of final attitude clusters of the first, m = 1,
of a total of three behaviours, M = 3. The location of these attitude clusters is determined using a Gaussian
kernel density estimator with a bandwidth of 0.01. All experiments use the same initial seed to account for
stochastic effects. For the same degree of polarisation in initial attitudes, larger values of θ produce greater
identity fragmentation. Sufficiently high values of θ lead to splintering, in the style of case C.

Figure 3: Time series of individual’s environmental identity, for a population ofN = 200, where the greater It,n,
the “greener” a person’s identity. Increasing (A to C) initial attitude polarisation and confirmation bias creates
strands of “identity bubbles” and slower consensus formation.

4.4 A key cornerstone of the model is the role of cultural identity in the diffusion of pro-environmental behaviours.
To investigate this effect we perform the same bifurcation analysis in the case of behavioural independence, see
right Figure 4. For these experiments, the social network weightingαt,n,k is now determined by the behavioural
attitude distance, |At,n,m − At,k,m|, not the identity as in Equation 7. This results in one weighting matrix for
each M behaviours, αt,n,k,m. In this scenario, the fragmentation in attitudes occurs at much lower values of
confirmation bias. Moreover, for these low confirmation bias values, identity allows for the formation of larger,
more behaviourally heterogeneous, groups relative to the behavioural independence case. Therefore identity
stimulates the convergence of opinions by allowing individuals of more diverse behavioural backgrounds to
relate themselves better to their peers and imitate their behaviour.
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Figure 4: Bifurcation diagram showing the effect of increasing confirmation bias on the location of final atti-
tude clusters of the first, m = 1, of a total of three behaviours, M = 3, for behavioural inter-dependence
(environmental identity) and independence cases. Environmental identity stimulates the convergence of atti-
tudes, relative to the behavioural independence case.

Impact of model components

4.5 To study how the frequency with which individuals update their identity can impact identity dynamics, we con-
sider three cases. The first case, static uniform weighting, represents a society in which individuals value the
opinion of all their ego-network members in the Watts–Strogatz network equally such that αt,n,k = 1/Kn and
are unable to change their weighting over time. This is equivalent to having no confirmation bias, θ = 0. In the
second case, static culturally determined weighting, individuals calculate their social network weighting once
based on their initial identities, according to Equation 7. Similarly to the first case, this is fixed for subsequent
time periods of the experiment. In the third case, dynamic cultural weighting, we updateαt,n,k every time step,
representing frequent social interactions. The columns in Figure 5 correspond to these three scenarios sequen-
tially, whilst the top row gives the identity time series and the bottom row the step social network weighting
matrix at the final time step. Each experiment is run for N = 50 individuals so that the heterogeneity in the
social network weighting matrix is more visible.
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Figure 5: Individuals´ identity time series and final weighting matrices for three scenarios of differing identity
updating frequency. Environmental identity consensus formation occurs slower when individuals can update
social interaction weightings frequently as they can form “identity bubbles”.

4.6 For the first and second cases, individuals reach a population identity consensus faster due to cross networks
connections that “infect” each other with opposing views. In both cases individuals cannot update their so-
cial network weighting, meaning that new socially acquired information (which may conflict with their current
attitudes) cannot be ignored. This demonstrates the strength of weak ties in breaking homophily effects. How-
ever, the pace of consensus formation in the second case is much slower as individuals pay less attention to
weak ties, thus slowing the behavioural diffusion process. This is reflected in theαn,k values for the second col-
umn and row of Figure 5 where agents have very specific individuals to whom they pay attention. For frequent
updating of αt,n,k agents can form “identity bubbles” which leads to the grouping of agents into strands that
block out information resulting in a fractured identity spectrum by the end of the simulation. Interestingly, the
social network weighting matrix at the final time step for this third case is similar to that of the first, uniform,
weighting case. This suggests that these “identity bubbles” are within themselves uniformly distributed, with
individuals paying equal attention to their peers but excluding those from the out-group, see Figure 11 in the
Appendix. It is this stark distinction between in- and out-group individual weightings that sustains the identity
strands and prevents global-, whilst enforcing local-, consensus formation.

4.7 Decreasing initial identity similarity between ego-network members leads to faster consensus formation as
agents are exposed to those with distinct views, see Figure 6. Three experiments are run for identical initial
conditions, crucially including graph structure, varying solely on the attribute homophily parameter h which
dictates how mixed ego-networks are in the initial social network. A population size of N = 100 is used to
highlight the differences in the initial identity network layout. Furthermore, the network structure is also the
same, thus it is purely through reduced homophily that a societal identity consensus is reached faster, and
not a greater presence of weak ties. This effect is stronger for greater initial values of attitude polarisation with
aA, bA < 0.5, as the initial identity distance between the “greener” and “browner” identity groupings is greater.
Therefore by facilitating the mobility of individuals and exchange between people with distinct environmental
views, to break up social network homophily, policy-makers can further foster consensus formation in pro-
environmental behavioural choices.
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Figure 6: Decreasing initial identity homophily results in faster consensus formation in the network. Smaller
values of attribute homophily h result in a more mixed ego-network, whilst h = 1 means individuals are placed
next to those who have the most similar identities to them.

4.8 Greater values of the discount factor δ mean that there is a focus on recent events, thus changes in the model
can occur faster as there is less influence from past behavioural attitudes. Variation in the cultural inertia pa-
rameter ρ was found to have little effect on the model culture. This lack of impact is because additional time
steps included in the discount array, through greater values of ρ, have an exponentially decreasing effect hence
the cumulative sum of their influence can be negligible. Moreover, due to the autoregressive nature of Equa-
tion 5 current values of attitudes are strongly correlated with previous time steps. Therefore, larger values of ρ
introduce relatively little extra variance into the past attitudes vector averaged in Equation 3.

Attitude change through green influencers

4.9 Up to now, we have explored identity dynamics under a purely diffusive regime. In the following let us consider
how the model behaves when we introduce green influencers. These are modelled as a minority of individuals
who actively promote green lifestyles (Chwialkowska 2019). We represent green influencers as having one be-
haviour, out of three (m = 1,M = 3), which is not susceptible to social influence with a perfectly green attitude
At,n,1 = 1, but behave as non-influencers individuals otherwise. Their inclusion increases the population by
10%, from 200 to 220. To account for the larger population size we proportionally increase the average number
of mean ego-network members, from K = 20 to 22, to maintain a constant network density.

4.10 To assess the impact of these green influencers on final total emissions, and to exclude the drop in emissions
due to simply introducing “greener” behavioural attitudes, we only measure behavioural emissions from non-
influencers individuals. In the top panel of Figure 7, we consider four scenarios, varying whether or not to
include green influencers and whether to include environmental identity (black) or not (red), through inter-
behavioural dependence. The changes in inter-behavioural dependence are performed similarly to the experi-
ments in Figure 4. Along the horizontal axis, we vary the mean initial attitudes of the population from “greener”
to “browner”. In the case of including green influencers, this represents an increasing distance between the
average attitude of non-influencers and that of perfectly green influencers. These scenarios are then run for
low (θ = 5) and high (θ = 20) confirmation bias shown in the left and right columns. Moreover, in the bottom
panel of Figure 7, we measure the relative change in emissions between experiments with and without green
influencers, comparing the impact of including environmental identity (inter-behavioural dependence, black)
or excluding it (behavioural independence, red). Note that we measure the intra-stochastic value emissions
change. In both the top and bottom panels of Figure 7, the shaded area gives the maximum and minimum
values of the measured attribute for 10 different initial stochastic values.
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Figure 7: Total emissions of non-influencers individuals (top panel) in societal scenarios with and without both
green influencers and inter-behavioural dependency (environmental identity), for different societal confirma-
tion biases (columns). The bottom panel shows the relative percentage change in emissions between scenarios
with and without green influencers, for cases with (black) and without (red) inter-behavioural dependency.

4.11 Beginning with the top panel of Figure 7, we can see that total emissions of non-influencers are primarily de-
termined by their initial attitude preferences, as identified in the Appendix Figure 10. The bottom panel of
Figure 7 indicated that the emissions reduction achieved by the introduction of green influencers is a func-
tion of the mean attitude distance, confirmation bias and behavioural interdependency. Moreover, this panel
demonstrates the difficulty in achieving deep behavioural decarbonisation. The degree of emissions reduction
decreases sharply as the attitude distance between green individuals and the rest of the population approaches
zero. Therefore, deep decarbonisation was not achieved through the presence of green influencers alone due
to the heterogeneous static behavioural thresholds of individuals.

4.12 The greater the distance between green influencers and the mean initial attitude of non-influencers individuals
the larger the potential for behavioural emissions reduction. Furthermore, larger initial attitude distances lead
to lower inter-agent weightings of green influencers, as defined in Equation 7. The combination of these two
countervailing forces, greater decarbonisation potential but the lower weighting of green influencers in social
interactions, at larger attitude distances between green influencers and non-influencers individuals, leads to
a U-shaped curve in emissions reduction. In the case of inter-behavioural dependency, the peak of the curve
occurs at an attitude distance of 0.4 and 0.15 for the low and high confirmation bias cases respectively.

4.13 In contrast, when there is behavioural independence, green influencers are too distant in the attitude space to
have significant inter-agent weights with non-influencers individuals. In the case of behavioural inter-dependence,
non-influencers are willing to listen to green influencers due to similarities in the non-green behaviours (m =
2, 3). Green influencers can exploit this similarity in the environmental identity aggregate to spread their mes-
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sage. Additionally, under lower confirmation biases individuals are willing to listen to ego-network members
with greater identity or attitude distance. With both behavioural inter-dependence and low confirmation biases
this results in green influencers inducing decarbonisation over a broader range of attitude distances, as shown
in the bottom panel of Figure 7. Moreover, because of this wide-ranging influence, the degree of decarbonisa-
tion is also stronger, as individuals feel the “pull” of green influencers further away in the attitude space. This
results in a greater total number of impactful social interactions between them over the simulation period.

4.14 The limited behavioural decarbonisation achieved by the minority of green influencers (at best 5− 12% emis-
sions reduction) indicates the limit to what voluntary actions can achieve. This highlights the need for climate
policies, such as carbon pricing or industry standards, which would reduce thresholds or barriers of entry to
performing “greener” behaviours. Therefore, further research is required into the impact of said policies on
behavioural emissions. Specifically, in the case of market-based instruments with incomplete emissions cover-
age, such as the EU-ETS (Foramitti et al. 2021), which may heterogeneously affect multiple green behaviours.
Especially of interest is how policies targeting behavioural thresholds might synergise with those spreading
“greener” attitudes, either through green influencers or information provision policies.

4.15 The peak of emission reduction at low distance in environmental attitudes indicates the need for an individual-
specific tailored approach when providing green information. This would avoid alienating individuals who
might not react to information provision policies if they are too green. Instead, the messaging would adjust
for an initially brown but increasingly green society, thereby taking advantage of the emissions reduction peak.
Jointly, this means that with greater behavioural inter-dependence and lower confirmation bias, an informa-
tion provision policy would be targeting, and impacting, a greater part of society.

Sensitivity analysis

4.16 Sensitivity analysis reveals how much variation in specific inputs can affect output variation (Hamis et al. 2021),
ensuring that results and conclusions drawn are contextualised (Ligmann-Zielinska et al. 2014). For this anal-
ysis, we use the Sobol (Sobol 2001) and Saltelli (Saltelli 2002) methods, implemented using the SALib python
library (Herman & Usher 2017), run over 76800 experiments. The key indicators we use are final total emissions
E/NM , the variance in final identities of individualsσ2

I and the change in total emissions between the start and
end of each experiment, ∆E/NM . We normalise the total emissions E over agent number and behaviours to
account for the scale effect on results of having a larger population that is more active. To account for the impact
of stochasticity in the model (caused by initial attitude distribution, attribute homophily, re-wiring probability
and imperfect social learning) we average output variables over multiple runs with different initial stochastic
seeds.

Figure 8: Sobol sensitivity analysis of model parameters, showing first order index for three key outputs: Final
normalised total emissions, E/NM , the variance in final identities of the population σ2

I and final normalised
changes in emissions, ∆E/NM .
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4.17 Figure 8 shows the results of this sensitivity analysis, where a greater first Sobol index value represents the
greater relative importance of one parameter over others. The most influential parameters in determining the
final model emissions are the initial distribution of behavioural attitudes aA, bB and thresholds parameters
aT , bT . This result is due to the linearity of Equations 1 and 2 in determining behavioural emission, and because
our diffusive mechanism of social learning only allows for imitation and not innovation to more green (or brown)
behaviours. The exact value of the final total emissions is strongly correlated with the initial identity distribution
given in the Appendix Figure 10.

4.18 The variance of final identities is dominated by the number of behavioursM , the social learning error ε and the
confirmation bias θ. The fractional contribution of each behaviour to an individual’s identity decreases with an
increasing number of behaviours M . This means that for large M values, extreme attitudes have little effect
on the identity of an individual. Hence, individuals can be similar in identity even if they differ substantially in
a few specific behavioural attitudes, as their extremist attitudes are counter-balanced by their more moderate
views in Equation 4. Alternatively put, for a fixed total time a larger number of behaviours M leads to faster
consensus formation in identity, as individuals are influenced by attitudes from a wider range of people, since
they cannot find close matches, so it is harder to form “identity bubbles”. In the case of social learning error,
this simply increases the fundamental uncertainty each individual holds regarding their attitudes, which on the
aggregate identity level leads to greater variability per individual, and by extension also at a population level.
Greater confirmation bias θ also acts to slow the diffusion of opinions in the network as individuals tend to listen
to those who are very close to them in identity space.

4.19 The change in total emissions over the simulation period is driven by the social learning error, as this is the
only means through which new information may be introduced into the population. Consequently, through
Equation 6, the greater N and M the more of this misinformation is introduced per time step. The role of social
learning error in determining emissions changes indicates room for policy intervention in the form of informa-
tion provision through advertising or education, which is left for further research.

4.20 We run a similar sensitivity analysis for the case of including green influencers with a range tested of [1,100] with
1920 experiments shown in the Appendix Figure 12. We find that a similar set of parameters dominate the first
order index of total emissionsE/NM and identity variance σ2

I as in Figure 8. However, in the case of emissions
change∆E/NM there is a lower sensitivity to the social learning error ε and greater importance of the number
of behaviours M . With more behaviours, an individual’s environmental identity becomes less connected to
a single perfectly pro-environmental norm promoted by green influencers, making normal individuals more
receptive to their pro-environmental attitude message. Note that in this sensitivity analysis both the density of
the network and the initial preferences vary unlike in Figure 7.

Limitations and Outlook

5.1 The representation of behaviours as a continuous parameter allows for a scale of emissions corresponding to
the degree to which a pro-environmental behaviour is performed. However, behaviours such as investing in do-
mestic solar energy are binary choices that occur once. Furthermore, the ability to perform one environmentally-
related behaviour can be dependent on the past completion of another. For example, the choice to cycle to
work requires that an individual already owns a bike. Thus, future empirically-based applications of the gen-
eral model may want to modify the definition of the behavioural value Bt,n,m according to the nature of that
behavioural choice.

5.2 Our model of environmental identity, as a time-weighted average, allows for the substitutability of behaviours.
Consider the case of two individuals, each with two behaviours. The first has behavioural attitude valuesAt,1,m =
[0.5, 0.5], and the second At,2,m = [0, 1]. Given the current formulation of Equation 3, these two would have
the same environmental identity. The fact that two individuals, one of whom is entirely apathetic towards envi-
ronmentally related behaviors while the other is a green and brown extremist, can be grouped under the same
identity raises the need for further model refinement. To address this issue, one potential solution is to employ
k-nearest neighbor classification based on behavioral attitude vectors, grouping individuals and assigning a
representative environmental identity value to each group. Alternatively, a mechanism of internal dissonance
(Dalege et al. 2018) could avoid the repeated interaction of individuals with conflicting attitudes.

5.3 An aspect of model dynamics that falls outside of the scope of this study is the role of what type of information
is socially learnt. In the case of the first, we chose the diffusion of environmentally related attitudes At,n,m

instead of the behavioural action Bt,n,m. The imitation of a behavioural action instead of attitude would result
in which descriptive norms are the dominant mediator in social interactions.
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5.4 In this study, we consider solely networks with a small world property. The dynamic nature of the social net-
work weighting between individuals then leads to the formation of "identity bubbles". Further study could
investigate how different degree distributions in the social network can affect the propensity for these "iden-
tity bubbles" to occur. In addition, the impact on total emissions of the placement of "green influencers" within
networks with high asymmetry in node degree, such as scale-free, could be an interesting research avenue.

5.5 We envision the model being used in conjunction with climate policies such as carbon pricing, industry stan-
dards or information provision. These would build on our study of green influencers, to produce dynamic be-
havioural thresholds and drive attitudes in the population towards a green consensus. Our model could inform
how said policies leverage network effects or are inhibited by the “identity bubbles” previously highlighted.
For example, the study of green influencers could be extended to include the decaying effect of information
provision policies (Allcott & Rogers 2014).

5.6 Additionally, moral licensing effects could be included, whereby one green behavioural choice can cause neg-
ative spillovers in subsequent environmentally related decisions. This is especially of interest given the role of
inter-behavioural effects on network attitude consensus highlighted in the model. The emissions of individuals
due to behavioural choices do not directly contribute to model dynamics, see Figure 1. Therefore the underlying
mechanics of behavioural interdependency due to culture with imperfect social learning could be generalised
to study other systems such as healthy lifestyles.

5.7 Future work might analyse case studies for a particular country, period or group. Especially of interest would be
studies involving larger behavioural changes, such as the mass adoption of cycling in Copenhagen in a similar
fashion to Kaaronen & Strelkovskii (2020), but with a wider focus on how the adoption of these low-carbon be-
haviours affected other environmentally related behaviours (Andersson & Nässén 2023). This approach would
provide empirical validation for our theoretical mode, complement the robustness of our conclusions derived
from our large-scale sensitivity analysis of model parameters.

5.8 The introduction of exogenous dynamic thresholds might better represent the degree to which certain be-
havioural choices are cyclic, such as reduced domestic energy savings in winter or the increased inconvenience
of cycling in harsh weather. Considering longer time scales, further research could introduce a missing link
between behavioural emissions, environmental conditions and agent choices. This would make external con-
ditions endogenous to agents’ choices and thus create a cycle of choices between actions and changes in the
environment. This might lead to innovation towards “greener” behaviours and thus the emergence of pro-
environmental culture in the model. This could lead to integration with the nascent literature on ABM ap-
proaches to Integrated Assessment Models(IAMs) (Lamperti et al. 2018; Safarzyńska & van den Bergh 2022),
motivated by a need to provide greater detail in representations of agent heterogeneity (De Cian et al. 2020) in
the context of demand-side emissions reduction.

Conclusions

6.1 In this article, we have developed and analysed an agent-based model of cultural dynamics. It describes how
the diffusion of attitudes towards environmentally-related behaviours can interact with longer-term cultural
change. To this end, the model incorporates a cultural evolutionary framework, where culture is defined as
socially transmitted information. This is represented in the model as an environmental identity which con-
sists of slow long-term change driven by a faster behavioural diffusion process, where we aggregate multiple
behavioural attitudes of an individual over time with a discount factor. Individuals interact in a small-world
Watts–Strogatz network through imperfect imitation of behavioural attitudes. The impact of culture is to me-
diate the strength of social interactions according to environmental identity similarity, inducing behavioural
interdependence.

6.2 As our primary research question, we wanted to answer how pro-environmental diffusion of behaviour inter-
acts with longer-term cultural evolution on a path to a low-carbon economy. How do culture and behavioural
diffusion interact? What is the longer-term impact of cultural change? What are the mechanisms behind be-
havioural decarbonisation? Firstly, considering the interaction of culture and behavioural diffusion, we found
that the presence of culture, as an environmental identity, helps stimulate consensus formation in behavioural
attitudes in large groups, relative to the case of behavioural independence. This inter-behavioural dependence
facilitates interactions between individuals who may differ in specific attitudes but hold similar identities in
the aggregate of multiple behaviours. Secondly, the longer-term component of culture plays a small role in the
model dynamics due to the autoregressive nature of how attitudes change over time. This meant that values of
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environmental identity in the more distant past were very similar to those in the near past, resulting in little im-
pact of extending the period over which current environmental identity is evaluated. Thirdly, we find the extent
of behavioural decarbonisation of individuals in the social network to be strongly dependent on the initial dis-
tribution of preferences in behavioural attitudes and thresholds. Imperfect social learning drives the change in
total emissions between the start and end of experiments as it acts as the sole source of new information in the
model. Our results indicate that the speed of consensus formation in environmental identity is strongly influ-
enced by exposure to information from individuals with contrasting opinions. This may be derived from sources
such as inter-behavioural spillovers, confirmation biases in social interactions or breaking of homophily effects.

6.3 We drive individuals’ attitudes towards greener outcomes through the addition of influencers who in one be-
haviour act as broadcasters of a perfectly green attitude. The inclusion of culture led to greater decarbonisation,
compared to the behavioural independence case. In this scenario, green influencers overcame large distances
in attitude between them and non-influencers, by leveraging similarities in the attitude aggregate to spread
their message to a wider audience. The impact of green influencers was found to be greatest when the initial
attitude distance between non-influencers and green influencers was small enough to allow the them to remain
relevant in social interactions, but great enough for there to still be large behavioural decarbonisation potential
through solely attitude change. This indicates the need for individual-specific information provision policies to
avoid alienating those who might be inert to pro-environmental information if it is too green. Moreover, the
failure of this green influencer minority in achieving deep decarbonisation, through solely voluntary action, in-
dicates the need for further modelling to assess the impact of culture on carbon pricing or industry standards
policies that would reduce barriers to performing “greener” behaviours.
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Model Documentation

The model is implemented in Python 3.9, and is available through the CoMSES Computational Model Library
as “An agent-based model of cultural change for a low-carbon transition”: https://www.comses.net/codeb
ase-release/e94d7f74-737f-45ff-ae24-5d2e15076a38/.

Notes

1The form of Equation 7 takes inspiration from a Boltzmann distribution e−βE/Z (McQuarrie 2000), whereby
the probability distribution of a statistical system occupying a state is proportional to the energyE, of that state,
and is normalised by the partition functionZ. In our model, the energy of a state is given by |In−Ik|. Moreover,
thermodynamicβ is inversely proportional to temperature. With increasing temperature, particles have greater
kinetic energy, hence can move around more and “interact” with other particles. From this perspective, the
confirmation bias θ can be seen as analogous to the inverse of temperature, such that increasing confirmation
bias represents a system where individuals are “colder” to those different from them and pay less attention to
their opinion. Whilst low values of confirmation bias correlate to an open society where individuals interact
uniformly with their ego-network.
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Appendix

Figure 9: The beta distribution used to generate initial values for individuals’ attitudes and thresholds for a
variety of input a and b values. Only if a and b are equal in value will the distribution be symmetric. The ratio of
a and b dictates the distribution mean E(X) = a/(a+ b), whilst smaller values of a and b lead to greater initial
identity polarisation.

Figure 10: The initial distribution of individuals’ attitudes correlates strongly with the total societal emissions
per agent and behaviour. The contour borders are approximately linear representing lines of a constant ex-
pectation value of the Beta distribution aA/(aA + bA). This contour plot is produced from 20480 experiments
including 4096 combinations of parameters aA and bA.
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Figure 11: Within “identity bubbles” there is uniform weighting amongst agents. The left figure shows an iden-
tity time series and the formation of “identity bubbles”, corresponding to the different colours. The right-hand
sub-figure shows the mean social network weighting αn,k between members within an “identity bubble” as a
solid line. The dashed lines are 1/NC , whereNC is the number of members within the cluster. The mean cluster
weighting in each group tends to 1/NC when clusters are well separated, as can be seen in the middle of the
simulation run. This run corresponds to the dynamic weighting in Figure 5.

Figure 12: Sobol sensitivity analysis of model parameters with the inclusion of green influencers where we test
a range of [1,100] agents for a total of 1920 experiments.
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